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Abstract
Service-oriented
computing
has
received
significant attentions recently, and many applications
are being developed using this approach. Thus there
is a need to analyze system requirements. This paper
examines issues related to service-oriented
requirement engineering (SORE). SORE focuses on
modeling, specifying, and analyzing application
requirements for software that will be developed in a
service-oriented manner running in an SOA
infrastructure. This paper also presents key features
of SORE and some technical challenges.

2. SOA Variants
Traditionally, only services can be published and
discovered, but recently several new SOA
frameworks have been proposed where many other
artifacts can be published and discovered, and they
will affect SORE. Table 1 shows a partial list of
things that can be published and discovered.
Table 1: SOA Publishable Items
Reusable
artifacts
Services

1. Introduction
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) receives
significant attentions recently. This paper examines
the key issues of Service-Oriented Requirement
Engineering (SORE). SORE, like traditional
requirement engineering, concerns with specification
and analysis of system requirements and constraints.
SORE is an important topic in Service-Oriented
System Engineering (SOSE) and is an emerging area.
Requirement engineering has evolved from classical
methods such as SREM [1], to OO methods using
UML [1], and to SORE. Several projects have
initiated in this direction. An SORE workshop in
2004 was held to discuss the requirement engineering
theories and technologies for SOA systems. IBM
proposed the key activities in service-oriented
modeling [1], stated the motivation [4], and provided
guidelines for applying various patterns and selecting
services [9]. In 2007, another workshop was held to
address SORE.
This paper is organized in this manner. Section 2
lists some SOA variants that can be used to develop
applications. Section 3 lists some key features of
SORE. Section 4 discusses some main technical
issues to support SORE.

Workflows or
collaboration
templates
Application
templates
Data, data
schema, and data
provenance
Policies

Test scripts

Interfaces

Description
They are basic building blocks in SOA,
and allow software development by
composition.
These specify the execution sequence of
a workflow with possibly multiple
services. They allow rapid SOA
application development.
These specify entire applications with
their workflows and services, and they
allow rapid SOA application
development.
Data and associated data schema such
as messages produced during SOA
execution can be published and
discovered.
Policies are used to enforce SOA
execution and can be published to be
reused..
Consumers, producers and brokers can
publish test scripts to be used in
verification by other parties.
GUI design can be used and linked at
runtime to facilitate dynamic SOA
application with changeable interfaces.

The current SOA is producer centric, i.e.,
producers publish services, and consumers search
and discover their needed services, and use them in
their application development.
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Figure 1 Service-Oriented Infrastructure
But SOA can be consumer centric, i.e., consumers
publish their needs, and let providers to supply the
needed services and/or workflows, collaboration
templates, or even application templates.
SOA can also be broker centric, i.e., brokers
publish test scripts or specification, and let producers
supply the services/workflows, and let consumers
discover the services and use the test scripts for testing.
Essentially, these new SOA variants allow a variety
of SOA artifacts to be published and discovered in
various ways including producer-centric, consumercentric, or broker-centric manner. They also allow a
flexible way of composing applications using a variety
of reusable artifacts. Figure 1 illustrates an SOA
infrastructure where these artifacts are available
through a communication backbone such as Enterprise
Service Bus (ESB), and controlled by a controller, the
controller manage the discovery, binding, and
execution by using reusable assets connected to the
communication backbone.

3. Service-Oriented Requirement
Engineering (SORE)
SORE differs from traditional requirement
engineering as it assumes that the concerned
application will be developed in an SOA framework
running in an SOA infrastructure. Many SOA
infrastructure systems are developed on top of an OO
infrastructure, e.g., C# is both an OO language as well
as an SOA language because it has classes and
methods. Thus an SOA application may still have OO
classes and methods, however, this paper will focus on
the SOA aspects only.
While SORE involves many activities commonly in
traditional
requirement
engineering
including
modeling, specification, static and dynamic analyses,
but the entities identified and the process used are
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different, and the way models are used in the
development process are different. Instead of
identifying objects and classes, SORE focuses
identifying services and workflows, and modeling the
application using identified service and workflow
specifications so that real services ad workflows can
be discovered either at design time (static SOA) or at
runtime (dynamic SOA). Similarly, SORE may
identify the needed policy specification for execution
control and management, and let the SOA application
discover those policies from the policy pool either at
design time or at runtime. Table 2 compares SORE
and OORE (OO requirement engineering).
A dynamic SOA application may also involve rebinding, re-composition, and re-architecting systems
by
choosing
different
services,
workflows,
collaboration, and system architecture at runtime.
These need to be considered at the SORE stage so that
system reconfiguration can be executed according to a
plan. A dynamic SOA application may change its
services, workflows, user interfaces, policies, data,
data schema based on the system status as well as new
user needs.

3.1. SOA Application Lifecycle
Requirements specified are often affected by the
development lifecycle. In the traditional Waterfall
model, significant effort is spent to acquire, specify
and analyze the requirements during the analysis phase;
however, in an agile process, requirements are stated
only as informal scenarios during development, as the
focus of the agile process is mainly on code
development. Thus, the way requirements are stated
and used are distinct in different lifecycle models.
Several SOA development lifecycle have been
developed, and they are different from traditional
software development lifecycles.

Table 2 Distinction between SORE and OORE

System
structure

Languages

Infrastructure
environment

SORE
Publish and reuse
services, workflows,
policies,
collaboration
templates, and
application
templates.
A verity of modeling
and specification
languages can be
used, including
BPEL, C#, PSML,
WSDL.
Architecture consists
of brokers,
consumers and
providers, and an
SOA computing
infrastructure uses
SOA protocols and
standards such as
SOAP, BPEL,
WSDL.

OORE
System is
structured with
interacting
objects, classes
and design
patterns.
OO programming
language: C++,
Java, Smalltalk,
and OO modeling
languages such as
UML.
OO computing
environment such
as CASE tools
and IDE.

IBM SOA Foundation Architecture
The IBM SOA Foundation Architecture [5]
describes a lifecycle model consists of two
development activities (modeling and assembly) and
two operation activities (deployment and management)
integrated into a process as illustrated in Figure 2.
Furthermore, it also has runtime governance
activities to provide guidance and oversight for the
target SOA application. The four phases are performed
iteratively. The entire process will be controlled and
orchestrated by the governance policies.

Modelling
Management

Assembling
Deployment

Governance
& Processes

Figure 2 IBM SOA Foundation Architecture
The lifecycle model is based on a model-driven
process. This looping back process along with the
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governance and other processes can be delivered
together with the target SOA application to the user.
When there is a need of changing the application
architecture, the user can re-specify the system model,
and the application can be re-assembled and redeployed.
This lifecycle model shows that the SOA
application lifecycle is distinct from traditional
lifecycle including Waterfall, Spiral, and agile
processes. One distinction is that the SOA lifecycle
includes an explicit process of discovering reusable
assets such as services and workflows. Even though
traditional lifecycle may also take a model-based
approach, but the SOA modeling is unique. In addition
to model applications using services and workflows,
the model is often executable as both workflow and
service specifications are often executable. This is
important because once an application is modeled, a
service-oriented simulation can be immediately
performed [10] to evaluate the system during SORE.
Based on this lifecycle model, Arsanjaini suggested
service-oriented modeling need to include analysis and
design of services [8]. He proposes the process of
service-oriented modeling and architecture: service
identification, service classification and categorization,
subsystem analysis, component specification, service
allocation, and service realization. He also separates
customer role from provider role in modeling activities.
Maiden [8] emphasizes the availability of services in
registries during SORE, and suggests that existing
services guide the requirement modeling.
Other SOA lifecycle
Other SOA development lifecycle models are also
available. For example, even though IBM SOA
Foundation model has verification and validation
activities, but they are not explicitly shown in the
diagram. In [3], another SOA lifecycle model is
presented that explicitly show these activities such as
simulation, testing, model checking, and completeness
and consistency checking. Simulation is important in
the SOA lifecycle and it can be performed at each
stage. During SORE, simulation can be performed
using actual services and workflows as well as based
on service and workflow specifications. Once the
model is updated, simulation can be performed again
to validate the system requirements.
This lifecycle model also has a feedback loop, i.e.,
if there is any change happen after management phase,
a new round of modeling, verification and validation,
code generation, deployment, execution, monitoring,
and management can be initiated.

3.2. SORE Framework
SORE assumes an SOA framework will be used,
thus some design decisions are made before even
starting any requirement analysis. This is different
from traditional requirement engineering where
analysis and design are often separate activities, with
design following requirement analysis, probably in an
iterative manner. SORE has the following major
features.
Reusability-Oriented and Cumulative
SOA emphasizes on reusability, once an item is
published, it can be reused by others. Recall that in
various SOA variants, various SOA items can be
published to be reused by others including services,
workflows, collaboration templates, application
templates, and interfaces. Similarly SORE also
emphasizes on reusability, specifically, SORE can
reuse not only SORE items developed for the same
project during the next iteration, but also those items
developed in other projects but published. As SORE
items are identified and developed, they can be stored
for reuse, in this way, as more projects are developed
in the SOA manner, more reusable items will be
available for reuse. Reusable items include services,

workflows, collaboration templates, and application
templates, and ontology items.
Not only SORE assets can be reused, but also
SORE processes can be reused. Furthermore, SORE
processes, such as simulation, model checking, and
policy management, may be automated and reused
either as services or workflows in an SOA manner as
illustrated in Figure 3. In this manner, SORE is treated
as an application and various activities are treated
either as services or workflows, and SORE engineers
can compose various SORE activities to form a
specific SORE process. In other words, an SORE
process can be a re-configurable process, and an
SORE engineer can tailor his/her process by picking
up the needed SORE services or workflows for
specific application development. In this way, Figure 3
illustrates a family of SORE processes that can be
composed and re-composed according to specific
needs of a process. In this way, SORE engineers can
keep on adding SORE processes as workflows or
services for reuse in the next phase or project.
Eventually, a large collection of SORE processes can
be automated and available for reuse.

Figure 3 SORE Processes Reused in an SOA Manner
and workflows helpful. Thus, as SORE getting
Domain-Specific
acceptance and attention, domain-specific SORE assets
Currently, most requirement processes/techniques
and processes will be developed, potentially a large
are often domain independent, as they are often
number of SORE domains may be available in future
applicable to a wide range of applications and domains.
for major application domains such as e-business,
However, an important feature of SORE is that it will
banking, biomedical, transportation, and retail. These
use domain-specific items including ontology, services,
domain SORE assets will also grow as more people
workflows, collaboration templates, application
practice SORE.
templates, user interfaces, and policies, and thus SORE
is inherently domain specific. For example, a banking
application may use reusable banking-related ontology,
Framework-Oriented Analysis
services, workflows and application templates, but it
As reusable assets will be accumulated, many assets
probably will not find biomedical ontology, services
will be available, and these assets will be organized in
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some manner, such as according to the classification
tree in an ontology system or other manners. The OO
approach also encountered similar issues. One solution
used is to develop an OO application framework and
most well known framework is IBM San Francisco
Framework [6]. One issue for application development
using an OO framework is that requirement analysis is
no longer confined to analyzing the requirements given,
but also examining the reusable assets available in the
given OO framework to see if these assets can be
reused. This process is called framework-oriented
analysis [14]. As SOA reusable domain-specific assets
will be organized in some kinds of framework,
eventually SORE will become framework oriented, but
this time the framework involved will be a serviceoriented framework rather than an OO framework as
elements will be arranged as services and workflows
rather than classes and methods.
Model-Driven Development
Most SORE assumes a model-driven approach. For
example, the first step of the IBM SOA Foundation
model is to model the application, and the next step is
to discover the needed services based on the model
specified. One important issue here is what kinds of
modeling language should be used in this phase. While
UML is a popular modeling language and has been
widely used for OO applications, it is not clear that it
is the most suitable language for SOA applications.
Furthermore, SOA may follow the Web. 2.0
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2) and the modern
SaaS
(Software
as
a
Service)
approach
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_as_a_Service)
where each new version will be delivered rapidly
possibly on the web, and it has been reported some
companies already deliver a new version each thirty
minutes today. Thus, the SOA application may be
developed and deployed rapidly, but in such rapid
development, the model needs to be in sync with the
code. However, one of the problems of UML is that it
is difficult to keep UML models in sync with the
associated code.
Recently, another approach has been proposed. This
approach is called SMMA (Single Model Multiple
Analyses) where a set of core models are maintained,
and a variety of analyses can be performed from the
set of core models. Furthermore, code may be
automatically generated from the core models. One
such modeling language is PSML [4]. It can be used to
model ontology, services, workflows, collaboration
templates, policies, and application templates, and
various analyses such as completeness and consistency
analysis, path analysis, and simulation.
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Evaluation-based
Services can be discovered, selected, and deployed
at runtime, but this also means that services and
applications may need to be tested and evaluated at
runtime unless only pre-selected services can be
discovered and used, and all the pre-selected
services/workflows must be thoroughly pre-evaluated
before they can be placed in a service or workflow
pool. The three stages for SOA evaluations are
described in Table. 2.
Table 2 Three Stages of Evaluations in SOA
Stages
Preparation
stage

Composition
stage

Runtime stage

Evaluations Activities
Pre-evaluation of services, workflows,
collaboration templates, and application
templates by various methods including
simulation.
The composed application can be
evaluated by various static and dynamic
methods including completeness and
consistency checking, model checking,
and simulation.
During runtime, various analyses can be
performed including policy
enforcement and simulation:

The preparation stage focuses on evaluation of
SOA items such as services, workflows, collaboration
templates before they are discovered for application.
Thus, this stage prepares these items so that they will
be almost ready for composition.
In the composition stage, many static analyses are
available such as model checking, completeness and
consistency checking. In the static SOA, these analyses
can be done at design time so that extensive analysis
can be performed before deployment. In the dynamic
SOA, as the services or workflows may be just
identified and composed into an application, these
analyses must be performed as a part of the dynamic
composition process. To save time and effort, results
from the preparation stage such as test scripts and test
results can be reused.
Finally, in the runtime stage, various dynamic
evaluations can be performed including policy
enforcement, reliability modeling, and dynamic
monitoring.
Simulation can be performed at each stage, e.g., in
the preparation stage, sample applications can be
evaluated with candidate services and workflows; in
the composition stage, the actual composition can be
simulated with selected services and workflows; in the
runtime stage, simulation can be performed
simultaneously with the actual system to compare
results.

Many system behaviors can be checked only at
runtime, and thus it can be enforced by a policy
mechanism including policy specification, policy
analysis, policy simulation, policy enforcement, and
policy data analysis. The requirement model should
support policy specification, analysis, verification,
policy code generation, enforcement, monitoring and
evaluation dynamically. This is a part of nonfunctional requirement system. Policy has its own
lifecycle in parallel with the development process of
service application, each decomposition level can be
considered as reusable service. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.
User-Centric Analysis and Specification
As web-based application becomes more end useroriented, particularly in the Web 2.0 world, many end
users will be able to compose applications without
knowing details of software or programming
languages. The web now enables users to constructs
webblog, and mashup applications using online
software services. These marshal a new way of
software development with increasing emphasis on
user interface, user interaction, rapid software
composition using existing services, lightweight
development processes, and visual validation. SORE
can play two roles here, one is to help these end users
to identify their application requirements, possibly
using a set of visual tools, and the other is to identify
tool features that support end users to rapidly develop
their applications.
Policy-Based Computing
Another interesting feature of SOA is that it
explicitly supports policy-based computing where
computation constraints are specified separately but
are enforced at runtime. Most of constraints today are
security constraints, however, other kinds of
constraints are also possible. While the policy
mechanism is useful, it also introduces a new
dimension of issues, i.e., policies need to be specified,
analyzed, enforced, and evaluated, and thus like
software it has a lifecycle model that is parallel with
the software development as shown in Figure 4. Both
functional requirements and constraint (or policy)
requirements need to be acquired and represented in a
policy specification language that is executable. While
policies specified are often executable, however,
policy evaluation and execution are different from
software evaluation and execution because policies
need to be evaluated together with the functional
software to be enforced.
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Figure 4 Policy lifecycle

4. Technical Approaches
This section outlines key technical approaches.

4.1. Software-Oriented Ontology
Ontology defines the entities, relations and rules
comprising the vocabulary of a domain. It facilitates
computer to interpret and process the terms. Ontology
is used in SORE. Ontology is used in many other tasks
or projects such as semantic web. However, ontology
in SORE provides service-oriented modeling and
analysis, facilitates code generation, and promotes
software reusability. Traditionally, ontology is often
used
for
classification,
navigation,
concept
identification and query, and reasoning. While these
ontology capabilities are still useful for SORE, but the
main use of ontology is to construct a domain model
that is capable of developing SOA applications rapidly
in a model-driven SOA lifecycle model. As SOA
software will have kinds of structuring such as
application architecture, collaboration structure,
services and workflow, it is advantageous to divide an
ontology system into different kinds of ontology
systems, one for each level, thus software-oriented
ontology is needed. In contrast to traditional way of
constructing an ontology system for the entire SORE
process, this approach follows the divide-and-conquer
approach commonly used in software engineering.
Each ontology system now focuses on one aspect of
SOA software development, and they can cross
reference each other for easy identification to
maximize reusability and facilitate rapid code
generation.

Another distinct feature is if these ontology systems
use the same modeling language for ontology, services
and workflows, then these ontology systems can be
seamlessly integrated with the SOA software
development platform. For example, an SOA
application development can have five ontology
systems:
1) Application ontology (AO): this defines concepts
and relationships related to applications.
2) Collaboration ontology (CO): this defines
various collaboration templates with associated
workflows and services, and the CO cross references
to AO, WO and SO for easy service and workflow
identification;
3) Workflow ontology (WO): this defines concepts
and relations of workflows and their patterns. In WO,
specific workflows from different domains are
classified and relations are also specified facilitating
collaboration. A domain-specific WO can also be
developed to facilitate rapid workflow identification.
Needed workflow can be discovered and composed to
form a collaboration pattern. New workflow can be
added into ontology to complement it [16].
4) Service ontology (SO). This defines concepts and
relationships of services.
5) Test ontology (TO). This defines concepts and
relationships of test scripts and cases.
If these ontology systems are specified using the
same modeling language, it will promote consistency
among these ontology systems and support cross
references [13]. This feature also supports discovery
and matching. Instead of depending on keywords or
feature matching using an ontology system, it is
possible to use the cross references or the context of
specific items. For example, a given application in AO
may reference several collaboration templates in CO,
and each collaboration template may reference several
services and workflows in SO and WO. In this way, a
user may find the context of a given service or
workflow by tracing from SO and WO to CO, and
eventually to AO, as shown in Figure 5.
Application Ontology

Collaboration Ontology

Service Ontology

Workflow Ontology

4.2. Service-Oriented Simulation
Simulation is an important step for evaluating
system requirements, and it can reveal and analyze
dynamic system behaviors that might not be visible
from static analyses. Traditional requirement
engineering tools often allow specifications to be
executable, e.g., SREM, an early requirement
engineering tool, already allows R_Net to be simulated
by tracing the execution path. This feature allows
simulation to be performed based on the requirement
specification. A service-oriented simulation framework
with its infrastructure will be needed to perform
service-oriented simulation for SOA applications.
Recently,
several
service-oriented
simulation
frameworks are available including DDSOS [10].
Using a service-oriented simulation framework, it is
possible to simulate the SOA application according to
its specification, possibly with many existing and
reusable services and workflows. In case existing
services and workflows are reused, this is hybrid
simulation as some parts of system will be run using
actual code rather than simulation code. As serviceoriented simulation is a new research area and lots of
work still can be developed.

4.3. Model-based Development
One key issue for SOA model-based development
is the development of modeling language suitable for
rapid SOA application development. In such rapid
application lifecycle model, many tasks will be
performed based on the model specified. Specifically,
various static and dynamic analyses such as
completeness and consistency and simulation will be
based on the model developed, even based on partially
developed with existing services and workflows;
design or assemble will also based on model
developed with various ontology systems and service
brokers; code will be automatically generated based on
the assembled model with reusable services and
workflows; test scripts will be generated based on the
assembled model and reusable test scripts associated
with services and workflows; policies will be
identified and specified together with functional model
using the same modeling language. In this way, as the
software needs change, the model will be updated, reanalyzed, and re-assembled, and code will be regenerated and re-tested and re-evaluated. These new
requirements put significant burden on the modeling
language.

4.4. Nonfunctional Requirements

Test Ontology

Traditional non-functionality (such as security,
reliability, and integrity) requirements still need to map

Figure 5 Cross Referencing Ontology Systems
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to SOA systems, but unfortunately ensuring these
properties on SOA systems are often open research
problems at this time. For example, multilevel security
on SOA systems is still a research problem, software
reliability estimation and modeling is another open
research problem. Thus, as an SOA application may
consist of many reusable services and workflows, and
these nonfunctional requirements need to apply across
the software including those services and workflows
that are reused. It is necessary to develop a mechanism
to specify and analyze these nonfunctional
requirements for SORE.

5. Conclusion
As SOA becomes popular, SORE will become
important and research in SORE has just started
recently. SORE has its own features: model-based,
architecture-based,
reused-oriented,
frameworkoriented analysis, simulation-based analysis with
formal analysis, ontology-based. Compared with
traditional requirement engineering, the distinction lies
on modeling techniques, model-based development
process, runtime behaviors including publishing,
discovery, composition, monitoring and enforcement,
Formal methods can be applied including reasoning
and model checking, but they need to be updated to
handle SOA concepts such as services and workflows.
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